Immigration, Urbanization, and Identity: The Progressive Era City
Standards


• Standard 1: How the rise of corporations, heavy industry, and mechanized farming transformed the American people

• Standard 2: Massive immigration after 1870 and how new social patterns, conflicts, and ideas of national unity developed amid growing cultural diversity

• Standard 3: The rise of the American labor movement and how political issues reflected social and economic changes

U.S. History Standards, Era 7: The Emergence of Modern America (1890–1930)
Standard 1: How Progressives and others addressed problems of industrial capitalism, urbanization, and political corruption

Common Core

History

CCSS RH.9-10.6: Compare the point of view of two or more authors for how they treat the same or similar topics, including which details they include and emphasize in their respective accounts

CCSS RH.9-10.9: Compare and contrast treatments of the same topic in several primary and secondary sources

English Language Arts

CCSS RL.9-10.7: Analyze the representation of a subject or a key scene in two different mediums, including what is emphasized or absent in each treatment

CCSS W.9-10.1: Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and relevant and sufficient evidence

Curriculum Snapshot

• The rapid urbanization caused by waves of immigrants coming from eastern and southern Europe, as well as from China from the 1880s–1920s

• Child labor practices that were commonplace in mills, factories, and mines

• Immigrants struggling to maintain their cultural identity in the midst of creating a new home in the United States

Grade Level

Middle school and high school

Classroom Connections

Social Studies, U.S. History, Literature, and English Language Arts
**Prerequisite Knowledge**

Before viewing the photos and doing the activities, students should be able to:

- Understand the terms “immigration” and “urbanization.”
- Understand the concept of cultural identity, and be able to provide examples (e.g., through food, clothing, art, language, religion, cultural symbols, etc.).
- Understand the concept of child labor.
- Understand the concept of propaganda.

**Introduction**

The end of the nineteenth century saw a period of rapid immigration and urbanization. As the promise of factory jobs and higher wages attracted more and more people into the cities, the United States began to shift to a nation of city dwellers. By 1900, 30 million people (30% of the population) lived in cities.

For many people, this migration to the cities was beneficial, but for many more, there were severe problems. For the emerging middle class, conveniences such as department stores, chain stores, and shopping centers emerged to meet their needs as consumers. But for the poor, including thousands of immigrants from southern and eastern Europe and China, the cities were not as welcoming. Lured by the promise of higher wages and better living conditions, immigrants flocked to the cities where many jobs were available, mainly in steel and textile mills, slaughterhouses, railroad building, and manufacturing. These companies often hired children, as they required less pay and could often handle delicate tasks better than adults.

Many of these newly arrived immigrants lived in poverty, resulting in a very poor quality of life. In the cities, immigrants were faced with overcrowding, inadequate water facilities, poor sanitation, and disease. Working class wages provided little more than subsistence living and very limited opportunities for movement out of the city slums.

However, not all was bleak in the cities of the Progressive Era. Within the cities, enclaves of immigrants created tight-knit communities based on their common culture. Photographers such as Jacob Riis and Louis Hine were able to capture some of the domestic scenes of children and their families, which showed that while life certainly was not easy, there was still a sense of community and pride.
Key Learning Targets

Students will:

• Examine the challenge for immigrants who are assimilating to a new culture while maintaining their cultural identity.

• Compare and contrast urban centers as hubs for jobs and economic opportunity, but also places of poor sanitation and horrible living conditions.

• Investigate the working conditions in factories that put the health of children in jeopardy.

• Be able to discuss the reasons why people organized labor movements to effect change.

• Learn how photographic images contribute to our understanding of historical eras.
ACTIVITY 1
Activating Students’ Prior Knowledge

Ask students what photos or images come to mind when they think about the words “immigration” and “urbanization.” What comes to mind when they think of the words “sweatshop” or “tenement” or “factory”? 
Learning Targets

- I can explain the concept of a "city-within-a-city."
- I can give examples of how culture can lead to a sense of identity.
- I can describe the tension of trying to live within two distinct cultures.
- I can use photographs to identify cultural customs and habits.

Background

Cultural Identity in Progressive Era Cities

During the Progressive Era, immigration grew steadily, with most new arrivals unskilled workers from eastern and southern Europe, as well as China. These newly transplanted workers typically found employment in steel and textile mills, slaughterhouses, and construction crews in large cities. During this time, there was pressure to "Americanize" the new immigrants: to strip them of the culture of their homelands and turn them into model American citizens who could speak English and adopt American values, beliefs, and customs. Because of the pressure to become enculturated to an American way of life, a tension developed between the familiar traditions and customs of the homeland and the traditions and customs of their new homes.

More than 30 states passed laws that required Americanization programs, mostly through school districts, churches, and labor unions. Yet, while many new citizens worked to learn the language and customs of the United States during their working hours, within the home they aspired to maintain aspects of their ethnic and religious identity. One example of this could be found in Little Italy, an Italian neighborhood in Manhattan. Bill Tonelli of New York Magazine wrote, "Once, Little Italy was like an insular Neapolitan village re-created on these shores, with its own language, customs, and financial and cultural institutions” (New York Magazine, September 27th, 2004). Italian enclaves began to surface in Chicago as well: the number of Italian immigrants living in Chicago grew from 16,000 in 1900 to nearly 74,000 by the late 1920s.

But eastern and southern Europeans were not the only ones immigrating to the United States at this time. In the late 1800s, immigrants from China began arriving in Los Angeles, San Francisco, Portland, and Seattle, and settled in various Chinatowns. These areas were the only regions that would allow Chinese immigrants to inhabit dwellings within the city limits. While some Chinese immigrants found work outside of the cities as farmers, many were employed by the Transcontinental Railroad, or found employment as mine workers landfills around the world generally look the same.
Begin the Activity

Hand out copies of the images or project them, and ask students to describe what they see. Working independently or in small groups, have students take notes on what they notice. Ask them to identify clues in the photographs that would suggest cultural identity. These may be architectural clues, signage, clothing, objects, or evidence of traditional customs. Have students consider the following questions.

Extension Activity

The topic of immigration and cultural identity can be more fully explored using young adult literature. The following is a list of titles that may be appropriate extensions for study of this period:


- *Mountain Light* by Lawrence Yep documents Chinese immigration in 1885.

- *A House of Tailors* by Patricia Reilly Giff takes a look at a German immigrant’s story during the 1870s in Brooklyn.

- *Paper Son: Lee’s Journey to America* by Helen Foster James follows the story of a 12-year-old Chinese boy as he immigrates to California in the 1920s.

Questions to Consider

- What do I know about how individuals and communities express cultural identity?

- What do I know about Americanization or assimilation into a new culture?

- What evidence do I see in the photos that suggest people trying to maintain their cultural identities?

- Can I think of current examples of immigrant groups striving to maintain their cultural identity?
ACTIVITY 3
Images as Supporting Evidence

Learning Targets

- I can explain the concept of a photograph as a historic document.
- I can use images to help support a claim.
- I can connect the use of images to creating social change.

Background

The Photography of Jacob Riis

Jacob Riis was a journalist and a photographer who documented the squalid living conditions in New York City. He took photographs of the poor and the tenements in which they lived to show the world “how the other half lives.” Riis pioneered flash photography. This allowed him to photograph the interior of people’s homes, and provided the public with a more intimate look at how the poor lived than ever before.

_How the Other Half Lives: Studies Among the Tenements of New York_ (1890) was Riis’s early publication of his photojournalism, documenting the horrible living conditions that many immigrants faced in the slums of New York City during the 1880s. Many say that these photos served as early examples of “muckraking” journalism, images exposed the slums to the middle and upper classes. These photographs explicitly showed how the poor lived.

_In How the Other Half Lives,_ Riis explains that the greed and neglect of the wealthy allowed the tenement housing to exist. Riis went so far to blame the crime and drunkenness found in tenement housing on the fact that the immigrants did not have access to proper housing. At the end of his book, Riis proposed a plan to help solve the problem, stating that not only would it financially benefit the wealthy to have a happy, healthy workforce, but that it was simply the moral thing to do.

Riis was intentional in his photography, and chose certain images to make a statement. Because of his use of flash photography, he was able to make photographs indoors in poorly lit conditions, whereas previously this would have been impossible. Because the use of flash was novel, oftentimes his subjects looked surprised or shocked.
Riis's photographs in *How the Other Half Lives* also documented the daily life of sweatshop workers. He included photographs of children who would only be paid pennies a day, or sometimes not at all.

*How the Other Half Lives* led to improved living conditions, including tearing down some of the tenements, and even led to school reforms. The book led to a decade of improvement in the living conditions on New York City’s Lower East Side, including sewers, garbage collection, and indoor plumbing.

**Begin the Activity**

Distribute the images or project them. Ask students to describe everything they see in the photos. Have small groups “read” the photos as a descriptive text, take notes, and then share with the class. Next, have students closely study photos 3023, 3024, and 3026. Either independently or in groups, have students make a claim about the living conditions portrayed in the photos by using visual evidence they see. Then have students support that claim with that evidence and other evidence from other photos. Have students consider the following questions:

**Extension Activity**

Have students answer the question: What is considered “the other half” today? What would they like to see “behind the scenes” or learn more about? This might be something as nearby as the homeless population in their hometown, or something as distant as the outer reaches of space. Students could engage in their own documentary photography project, and photograph a situation that needs attention in their own community (cleaner parks, better pedestrian crossings, areas for dogs to be off-leash, etc.). They could then use their own photos as evidence, or justification, for a community action project.

**Questions to Consider**

- Based on these images, what was life like? Make a claim.
- What is the evidence that I see in the photos that will help to support my claim?
- What aspects, themes, and details of the photographs do you think contributed to changing peoples’ opinions about these issues, and ultimately, to social change?
ACTIVITY 4
Child Labor: Using Photographs as a Springboard for Creative Writing

Learning Targets:
• I can demonstrate the concept of perspective through writing about a photograph.
• I can use descriptive writing to illustrate a specific scene.
• I can incorporate detail in my writing to provide a realistic image.
• I can write from the perspective of another using first-person narration.

This activity provides photographs to help students consider issues of child labor from another perspective. Hine’s images are from the Progressive Era and act as a way to illustrate the deplorable conditions often found in the mills and slaughterhouses of New York City, Philadelphia, Chicago, and throughout the United States.

Background
Child Labor in Progressive Era Cities
The end of the 1800s into the early 1900s saw tremendous expansion of American industry. This, coupled with the influx of newly arrived immigrants, gave rise to large numbers of children being employed by textile mills, meat processing plants, and mines. Children were useful as laborers for many reasons. One reason was because factory and mine owners knew they could pay them much less than adults. Another reason was, because of their physical size, they could fit in tighter spaces and complete finely detailed tasks more easily than most adults. Children were also easier to manage and control. Many children were sent to work in order to help to support their families financially, but as a result, they worked in very unhealthy conditions, did not receive an education, and were subjected to a life of poverty.

It is estimated that in 1900, 18 percent of all American workers were under the age of 16.1 Even though child labor reform efforts were underway as early as 1902, many of the reforms did not take hold until the Great Depression, when adults began competing for the few jobs that were available, and children were released from the factories and mines.
One person who helped to expose the conditions under which children worked in New York City was Lewis Hine. Hine traveled throughout the eastern seaboard and the South, making photographs. His work was often dangerous, as he would sometimes claim to be a factory inspector so that he could gain access to the sites. Trained as a sociologist and professional photographer, Hine was hired by the National Child Labor Committee in 1908 to document child labor in American industry. His work gave average Americans a glimpse into the factories and mills and other occupations where working conditions were often dangerous. Hine's aim was to encourage reform around the issue of child labor, and his work did just that. Because of his photographs, the National Child Labor Committee (NCLC) gained much needed popular support for federal child labor regulations. Hine’s photos became a portal into the mills and factories of America, and are an important example of early documentary photography in the United States.

Begin the Activity

Distribute the images or project them. Individually or in pairs, have students select one photograph to “represent.” Then have the students write a letter to family back in their home country from the perspective of a child in the photograph.

Letter Writing

Allow students time, individually or in pairs, to brainstorm ideas of what a typical day at work would have been like, and focus on details found in the photo (for example, photographs 3002 and 3039). Display these letters with copies of their corresponding photos.

Extension Activity

Consider creating QR codes in which students can read their letters out loud. Students could record themselves reading their letter, and then, using a free, on-line QR code generator, create a code that can be scanned. The listener could then hear the letter being read to them through their smart phone or other digital device. These QR codes could be posted on a class blog, alongside the photographs that they are describing.

Questions to Consider

- Imagine what a typical day at work would be like. What would you be responsible for doing? What might you see? Hear? Smell?
- Describe one aspect of the job in detail. Use the photographs to help you decide on a detail for focus.
- Using the photographs as a springboard, contrast what the child(ren) in the photo is (are) doing versus what they would be doing in the present day.

**ACTIVITY 5**

**Investigating Photographs as Propaganda**

**Learning Targets**

- I can distinguish between posed and candid photographs.
- I can identify details in photographs that suggest that they may be staged.
- I can identify the intention behind using these photographs.
- I can extend my understanding of the use of intent in photographs to modern-day advertising.

This activity invites students to study the intent behind the photographs. Oftentimes, photographs were posed or constructed, and included captions that would use biased language to sway the viewer into adopting the photographer’s point of view. Evidence of this was seen in the study of Riis and his photos documenting “how the other half lives.” Riis was not the only “muckraking” photographer of the Progressive Era, however.

**Background**

**Photos as Propaganda in the Progressive Era: Comparing Hine and Riis**

Propaganda can be defined as information, ideas, or rumors that are deliberately spread to advance a specific cause. During the Progressive Era, certain photographers used their photos to deliberately sway their audience to agree with their political point of view. One such photographer was Lewis Hine.

Lewis Hine is most widely known for his photographs that depicted life in the factories and mills in the northeast and southern United States. As a result of his work, he was hired by the National Child Labor Committee to photograph the working conditions of children to raise public awareness. In turn, his photographs helped to usher in a new era of reform and improve the living and working conditions of many.

In 1908, Hine spent several months taking photographs for the Pittsburgh Survey, a sociological investigation of the living and working conditions of coal miners in western Pennsylvania. These photos were intended to show the wealthy the conditions under which these miners lived and worked. Unlike...
the images of Jacob Riis, however, which often depicted fear and weariness in his subjects, Hine’s photos portrayed the workers as exploited, but robust and dignified—either proud first-generation Americans or deserving candidates for U.S. citizenship.

**Begin the Activity**

Distribute the images or project them. Ask students to compare and contrast the images of Riis and Hine. How are they similar? How do they differ?

**Comparisons**

Have students look at photographs 3009 (Riis) and 3033 (Hine). What can they learn from this comparison? How are the photos similar? How do they differ? What are the captions trying to convey?

**Questions to Consider**

- Why, and for whom, were the photos taken?
- What can companion images tell us?
- Are there elements of propaganda in the captions of the photos?
ACTIVITY 6
Child Labor Conditions: Then and Now

Learning Targets

- I can make connections to past and present practices by studying photographs.
- I can identify unhealthy child labor practices in past and modern times.
- I can use photographs as historical evidence to make connections from the past to the present.

Background

Although child labor laws significantly reduced the number of children working in factory and mining jobs in the United States during the Progressive Era, many parts of the world still engage in unfair child labor practices. According to the International Labour Organization (ILO), while the global number of children in child labor has declined by one-third since 2000, there are still an estimated 217 million children around the world who are working under dangerous conditions for very little pay. Asia has the largest number (78 million) of the child population engaged in such practices, followed by more than 13 million children in Latin America and the Caribbean. Agriculture remains by far the most common location for child labor in the twenty-first century, but the problems are also apparent in the service industry and manufacturing.

Poverty is the most common cause of child labor. Another force driving children into dangerous work is the lack of availability and quality of schooling. In 2008, the ILO found that illiteracy resulting from a child going to work, rather than a quality primary and secondary school, severely limits the child’s ability to get a basic educational grounding, and thus a decent working life. Child laborers are also denied the opportunity to develop physically, intellectually, emotionally, and psychologically. In India, for example, most child labor takes place in agriculture, with other children working as domestic help, or in manufacturing or mining, especially in the Indian diamond industry.

Here in the United States, most child labor infractions occur in agriculture. The current child labor law in the United States was drafted in the 1930, when it was common for children to work on family farms. Today that law is outdated, and does little to protect children working in the fields to harvest the food that we eat. According to Human Rights Watch, child farmworkers as young as 12 years old often work for hire for 10 or more hours a day, seven days a week. Like many
of their adult counterparts, these children earn far less than minimum wage, and are exposed to pesticide poisoning, serious injury, and illness related to heat and exposure. These children are also denied the education that could potentially lift them out of poverty.

**Begin the Activity**

Distribute the images or project them. Ask students to select two images, and then compare an image taken at the turn of the century to an image taken recently. Either individually or in small groups, ask students to consider the following questions.

**Extension Activity**

Have students research current child labor law violations in the U.S. or other countries. Where are child labor practices still taking place? In what industries?

---

**Questions to Consider**

- What is similar in the two images? What is different?
- What emotions do the images bring up when you look at them?
- Why do you think child labor is still a worldwide problem in the twenty-first century?
- What suggestions do you have for ending child labor practices in the United States? The world?

**Essential Lens**

**Video Connections**

- Watch *A Closer Look* to learn more about analyzing photographs.
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APPENDIX
Activity 2 - Photograph shows half-length portrait of two girls wearing banners with slogans, "ABOLISH CHILD SLAVERY!!" in English and Yiddish, one carrying American flag; spectators stand nearby. Probably taken during a May 1, 1909, labor parade in New York City. (Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs Division, LC-DIG-ppmsca-06591)
IMMIGRATION, URBANIZATION, AND IDENTITY: THE PROGRESSIVE ERA CITY

Activity 2

D401-13646
Dixon, L. C. Congress. Library of Congress, New York Chinatown. 1900
3011 Activity 2
Activity 2

3017


3050

Activity 3

Lodgers in a crowded Boarding House — “Five cents a spot.” Circa 1890. Lower East Side, New York. (Jacob Riis/Museum of the City of New York)
Activity 3 - 3024 - Rear Tenement in Roosevelt Street. 1890. New York, New York. (Jacob Riis/Museum of the City of New York)
Activity 4

3002 Bibb Mill No. 1: Many youngsters here. Some boys were so small they had to climb up on the spinning frame to mend the broken threads and put back the empty bobbins. January 5, 1909, Macon, Georgia. (Lewis Hine, Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs Division, National Child Labor Committee Collection, LC-DIG-nclc-01581)
Activity 4
3003
Young spinner boys and other boys in Spinning Mill. The young boys are: Manuel Perry, 11 Juno St.; John E. Mello, 229 Alden St.; Manuel Louis. None of these could write their own names; the last couldn't spell the street he lived on. They spoke almost no English. January 1912. Fall River, Massachusetts. (Lewis Hine. Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs Division, National Child Labor Committee Collection, LC-DIG-nclc-02499)
Activity 4

223 E. 107th St., N.Y. Rent sign states that these are "Eleganti Apartmenti." License was recently revoked and after "home-work" conference done to prevent resumption of lease and other hotel and hotelier misconduct. Recently revoked license on "Apotheosis Apartments," No. 72 Beacon St., N.Y. New York, February 1912. New York, New York. (Lewis Hine/Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs Division, LC-DIG-nclc-04166)
Activity 5

Street Arabs in sleeping quarters. Three children curled up on a metal grate in a below-grade alleyway. 1890, New York, New York. (Jacob Riis/Museum of the City of New York)
Activity 5

Street Arabs — night. Boys in sleeping quarter. Three boys curled around a barrel asleep at the bottom of stairs. 1890. New York, New York. (Jacob Riis/Museum of the City of New York)
Lodgers in a crowded Bayard Street tenement - "Five cents a spot." 1890. Lower East Side, New York. (Jacob Riis/Museum of the City of New York)
Activity 5
3033
Breaker #9, Hughestown Borough Pa. Coal Co. One of these is James Leonard and another is Stanley Rasmus. January 1911. Pittston, Pennsylvania. (Lewis Hine/Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs Division, National Child Labor Committee Collection, LC-DIG-nclc-01136)
At the close of the day. Just up from the shaft. All work below ground in a Pennsylvania Coal Mine. Smallest boy, next to right hand end is a nipper. On his right is Arthur, a driver. On Arthur’s right is a nipper. Frank, boy on left end, a nipper, works a mile underground from the shaft, which is 5000 ft. down. January 1911. Pennsylvania. (Lewis Hine/ Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs Division, National Child Labor Committee Collection, LC-DIG-nclc-01104)
A lonely job. Waiting all alone in the dark for a trip to come through. It was so damp that Willie said he had to go to the doctor for his cough. A short distance from home, the gas was pouring into the mine so rapidly that a great torch had been lighted to make it brighter. To keep the boys from getting tired, the foreman had put a group of men underground from where they were working. They were 4 mos. 500 ft. from the shaft, and a hanger of a mine was dug in from there. Short #6 Pa. Coal Co. The boys have been working in there for a week. Willie was 13 yrs. old and was hired to work in the mine. The boss told him to take the whistle to work, and they estimated he would get $5.00 a week. His mother admitted he was only 13 yrs. old, will be 14 next July. She said in a month after the mine boss told the boys to take the whistle to work, and they estimated he would get $5.00 a week.生活的辛苦。独自一人在黑暗中等待。因为太潮湿了，威利说他得去医生那里看咳嗽。从家不远处，煤气正迅速涌入矿井，使得一个巨大的火炬被点燃。为了让男孩们不那么容易累，矿工们在离井口4个月的地方工作。从那里可以看到一条小巷。第六号匹斯顿时的煤矿公司。男孩们已经在那里工作了一个星期。威利13岁，被雇来在矿井工作。矿井老板告诉他带着哨子去工作，他们估计他一个月可以挣500美元。他妈妈承认他只有13岁，下个月就14岁了。她说在一个月后，矿井老板告诉孩子们带哨子去工作，他们估计他一个月可以挣500美元。
Activity 5 - 3037

Furman Owens, 12 years old. Can’t read. Don’t know A, B, Cs. “Yes I want to learn but can’t when I work all the time. Been in mills 4 years: 3 years in Olympia Mill.” Augusta, Georgia. January 1909. (Lewis Hine/Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs Division, National Child Labor Committee Collection, LC-DIG-nclc-01650)
Activity 5

- 3038 - After midnight, April 17, 1912, G St., near 17th, these three boys 10 yrs., 11 yrs., and 12 yrs. old, were stuck with over 50 papers on their hands and vowed they would stay until they sold out. The oldest said, "My mother makes me sell."

Lawrence Lee (10 yrs.) 912 26th St., N.W., Michael Niland (11 yrs.) 930 26th St., N.W., Martin Garvin (12 yrs.) 928 26th St., N.W. Location: Washington (D.C.), District of Columbia. April 17, 1912. Washington, DC. (Lewis Hine/Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs Division, LC-DIG-nclc-03788)
Activity 6

Bibb Mill No. 1. Many youngsters here. Some boys were so small they had to climb up on the spinning frame to mend the broken threads and put back the empty bobbins.

January 9, 1909. Macon, Georgia. (Lewis Hine/Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs Division, National Child Labor Committee Collection, LC-DIG-nclc-01581)
Activity 6 - 3020 - Tannery Discharge into the Chicago River. July 2, 1907. Chicago, Illinois. (Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago)
Activity 6

3033 - Breaker #9, Hughestown Borough Pa. Coal Co. One of these is James Leonard; another is Stanley Rasmus. January 1911. Pittston, Pennsylvania. Lewis Hine/Library of Congress, Prints 
& Photographs Division, National Child Labor Committee Collection (LC-DIG-nclc-01136)
Activity 6 - 3034 - View of the Ewen Breaker of the Pa. Coal Co. The dust was so dense at times as to obscure the view. This dust penetrated the utmost recesses of the boys' lungs. A kind of slave-driver sometimes stands over the boys, prodding or kicking them into obedience. January 1911. South Pittston, Pennsylvania. (Lewis Hine/Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs Division, National Child Labor Committee Collection, LC-DIG-nclc-01127)
Activity 6 - A lonely job. Waiting all alone in the dark for a trip to come through. It was so damp that Willie said he had to go to the doctor for his cough. A short distance from here, the gas was pouring into the mine so rapidly that it made a great torch when the foreman lit it. Lives at 164 Center St., Pittston, Pa. This is Willie Bryden, a nipper. Been working there 4 mos. 500 ft. from the shaft, and a quarter of a mile underground from there. Short 6 ft. 6 in. Coal Co. Work has been with the Pennsylvania Coal Company. If I find Willie at home, I'll send him 13 yds. old, will be 40 years July 9th. She has 4 months after the mine boss told her to come back. Willie is 10 years old, and they only allowed a cent piece from that day on.
(M. Crozet/©International Labour Organization)
Activity 6

Children working in workshop manufacturing surgical instruments for export, October 2005, Sialkot, Pakistan. (M. Crozet/International Labour Organization)